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ARNO RAFAEL MINKKINEN
Selected works from 1985-2006

Minkkinen’s often surreal black and white photographs – orchestrated or set mostly in the landscapes, but also in the cities
and towns, of the United States, Europe and his Finnish homeland – are never manipulated or digitally altered; rather they are
direct recordings of what happened in front of the lens. “A wizardry that defies categorization” wrote Grace Glueck of the New
York Times. As everywhere he sets up his camera, Minkkinen continues to explore the relationship between self and setting,
between the light of the day and the timelessness of the moment. Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art curator Keith Davis writes, “As
a whole, Minkkinen’s work represents a deeply personal dialogue with nature, an artistic meditation on the tensions between
seeing and dreaming, union and alienation.
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ARNO RAFAEL MINKKINEN
born in 1945 in Helsinki (Finland), lives in Andover, Massachusetts (USA)
www.arno-rafael-minkkinen.com

Arno Rafael Minkkinen moved to America with his family at the age of six. Working as a copywriter in New York, he began
making self-portraits in 1971. Studying with Harry Callahan at Rhode Island School of Design, Minkkinen attained a Master of
Fine Arts degree in 1974. Currently Professor of Art at the University of Massachusetts Lowell,he also serves as Docent at
Aalto University of Art & Design Helsinki. His photographs have been exhibited throughout the world since the 1970s and are
held in numerous museum and private collections.

Along with publications worldwide in books, periodicals and journals, nine monographs have been published, including
Frostbite (Morgan & Morgan, 1978); Waterline (Marval, Aperture, Otava, 1994); SAGA: The Journey of Arno Rafael Minkkinen,
Thirty-Five Years of Photographs (Chronicle Books, 2005); Homework [Like Ltd., Helsinki, 2008); and Balanced Equation
(Lodima Press, 2010). As a curator, Minkkinen organized New American Nudes (Morgan & Morgan, 1981) for the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Elegant Intimacy (University of Art & Design Helsinki, 1993) for the Retretti Art
Center in Finland.

Minkkinen was awarded a regional grant from the National Endowment for the Arts in 1991. In Finland, he was conferred
knighthood by the Finnish government in 1992 and awarded the Finnish State Art Prize in Photography in 2006. The Finnish
Film Foundation awarded him a Screenwriting Grant in 2010.
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